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Sustaining the future while restoring the past
 Seattle architect buys and

fixes up 87-year-old Idaho
building originally commissioned by his great-grandfather.
By BRIAN RUNBERG
Runberg Architecture Group

I

n the Pacific Northwest our
abundant natural resources are
often taken for granted.
Founded by pioneers seeking bountiful timber, our lush forests rapidly
gave way to urban development. Fortunately, today we are more keenly
aware of the delicate balance between
sustainable growth through responsible practices.
This harmonious
balance is uniquely reflected in the
recent renovation
of a 1922 two-story
heavy timber, brick
and
terra-cotta
building in Priest
River, Idaho, originally designed by
renowned Spokane
architects of the
era, Whitehouse
Runberg
and Price. Authentically restoring this historic landmark
to LEED gold certification was both a
professional and personal challenge.
Commissioned by my great-grandfather, timber and mining pioneer
Charles Beardmore, the mixed-use
Beardmore Block housed his expanding businesses as well as other professional offices, retail mercantile shops,
ballrooms and a movie theater.
In recent years the 32,000-square-foot
building had fallen on hard times after
decades of neglect in outside ownership. So, steeped in family history and
committed to respect for the environment, the building was repurchased
in 2006, bringing together my profession and personal history.

Cost versus beneﬁt
My unique circumstance as both
architect and client has given rise
to the opportunity to balance fiscal
reality with innovative sustainable
design.
An analysis of the economic realities of green building practices in
terms of design, documentation,
material salvage and construction
were all carefully weighed in costs
versus benefits. Initial research of
potential federal, state and local incentives and rebate programs quickly
unveiled some substantial benefits
for following a twofold approach in
accommodating both federal historic
preservation standards and LEED certification. Only a handful of properties in the United States have met both
mandatory requirements.
Already on the historic register, the
Beardmore Block was eligible for a
20 percent tax credit for construction
cost awarded for adhering to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
Rehabilitation.
The local utility company, Avista,
offered a $1.25-per-square-foot rebate
for LEED certification and other
utility incentives, which combined
accounted for another 5 percent savings.
When combining federal and local
incentives, the dual tasks of designing toward LEED certification while

The Beardmore Block was developed in Priest River, Idaho, in 1922 by Charles Beardmore, a timber
and mining pioneer.
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still meeting stringent preservation
standards was attractive yet daunting.
In order to navigate these sometimes
contradictory requirements, a matrix
was developed that focused on key
areas for the most cost-effective and
efficient strategies, specifically energy use, water use and material reuse.

Energy use
To implement innovative sustainable (and historically authentic)
design strategies, we partnered with
Ecotope, a Seattle mechanical engineering firm.
The methodology matrix of the separate mandatory standards helped
align compatible design solutions. For
example, the entire ground-floor retail
level featured intricate leaded glass
transom windows, and while the delicate purple-prism glass tiles provided
a beautiful quality of light within,
they provided almost no insulating
properties.
Early proposals of sandwiching the
leaded glass inside an insulated glazing unit were rejected by the state
historic preservation office due to the
possibility for diminished reflective
quality. The end solution allowed a
separate insulated glazing unit to be
cleanly stopped in on the interior face,
providing the exterior character to be
retained, yet achieving the necessary
U-value performance essential for the
energy targets.
All the original wooden sash windows throughout were required to be
salvaged.
The sashes were carefully removed,
restored and re-glazed with low-E,
argon-filled insulated glass. The
mechanical and electrical systems
were replaced entirely. High-efficiency
lighting throughout, as well as rooftop
heat pumps with economizer controls,
greatly reduced energy consumption
levels and increased quality and comfort.
Coupled with extensive insulation
throughout the building, including
R-50 for roof cavities, this one-time
energy hog now runs on a fraction of
the energy cost. It is projected to consume less than half of the energy used
by the existing building; earning this
project all 10 available energy credits
from the LEED rating system.
In north Idaho’s harsh winters, this
energy savings has been attractive to
new tenants.

The renovated Beardmore Building is just starting to lease up, with
investment advisor Edward Jones, engineering firm Inland Northwest
Consultants and a wine bar called Noni. Other leases are pending
with a wellness spa and software developer.
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Water use

Means to an end

Reducing wastewater through rainwater harvesting was also targeted.
The previous concrete boiler room
was converted to a 7,800-gallon cistern, capturing enough rooftop rainwater to meet the demands of the
entire building, including office, retail
and the 225-seat movie theater at full
capacity.
The vintage 1922 toilets were refinished and readapted to use less than
half of the previous 5 gallons per
flush. The captured rainwater also
handles landscape and planter irrigation systems for the entire block.

The rehabilitation of the Beardmore
Building is an exceptional example of
the benefits of the green approach. In
terms of environmentally appropriate design and energy efficiency, the
means do justify the end.
This transformation of a decaying,
obsolete and lifeless shell into a highperformance, healthy and vibrant
environment carries many benefits.
The initial investment has proven
itself to be financially prudent, with
substantially lower operation costs,
greater lasting quality and a healthy
environment for users. Yet equally
important is the preservation of an
important historic landmark, one in
which my own history is tied.
The Beardmore Block recently
received an Orchid Award by the
Idaho Historic Preservation Council
for meeting its highest standards in
rehabilitation. It has also established
an important precedent for the community and region, with other businesses investing in the neighborhood
and thus creating more public interest.
The reclamation has been a journey
of capturing the past, revitalizing the
present and being responsible stewards for future generations.

Materials reuse
Before demolition, all original materials were carefully documented prior
to removal and salvage efforts.
All wood windows, doors, toilets and
sinks were reused. Extensive maple
flooring was pulled, planed and given
new life.
Beautiful 87-year-old structural
joists were planed, refinished and
used as treads in the central staircase. The original skylights, covered
up for more than a generation, were
carefully removed and refitted with
modern glass to once again fill the
atrium with natural light.
Vintage light shades were preserved
and rebuilt with new fixtures that use
high-efficiency compact fluorescent
lamps. Even the plaster from the walls
was ground up and used as base under
the parking lot.

Brian Runberg is the principal of
the Runberg Architecture Group, with
offices in Seattle and Portland. The fullservice architecture firm specializes in
sustainable urban housing throughout
the West Coast.
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